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Abstract

We present new results from the MARADJA’03 cruise depicting the geological structures offshore central and western
Using swath bathymetry and seismic reflection data, we map and discuss the offshore limits of the Internal Zones corresp
relics of the AlKaPeCa domain that drifted and collided the African plate during the Miocene. We identify large reverse fa
folds that reactivate part of these limits and are still active today. The morphology of the westernmost NE–SW margin s
former strike-slip activity accommodating a westward block translation responsible for the shift of the Internal Zones tow
Moroccan Rif.To cite this article: A. Domzig et al., C. R. Geoscience 338 (2006).
 2005 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

À la recherche de la frontière miocène entre l’Afrique et l’Europe au large de l’Algérie occidentale (campagne Ma-
radja’03). Nous présentons les résultats récents de la campagne MARADJA’03, qui visent à mettre en évidence les
géologiques dans le domaine marin au nord-ouest de l’Algérie. Grâce aux données de bathymétrie multifaisceau et d
réflexion, nous cartographions et discutons les limites en mer des Zones internes correspondant aux reliques du domaine
qui a dérivé, puis est entré en collision avec la plaque africaine au Miocène. De grandes failles inverses et plis, actifs dan
de contrainte actuel, réactivent certaines de ces limites. La marge ouest-algérienne, orientée NE–SW, indique la présenc
cienne activité en décrochement ayant accommodé la translation des Zones internes vers l’ouest.Pour citer cet article : A. Domzig
et al., C. R. Geoscience 338 (2006).
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1. Introduction

Northern Africa is bounded by an Alpine-type or
gen resulting from the subduction and closure of
Tethyan Ocean and from the interaction between the
ropean and African plates[7]. This arcuate, almost con
tinuous fold-and-thrust belt surrounds back-arc ba
induced by the lateral development of two arcs (Gib
tar to the west, Calabria to the east). This back-
extension started around 30–35 Ma ago[29,34]. From
the Early Miocene, extension on the upper (Europe
plate resulted into the dispersal of the main parts of
Internal Zones of the belt, formerly belonging to the
called AlKaPeCa domain (Al: Alboran, Ka: Kabylie
Pe: Peloritan, Ca: Calabria;[14]). Whereas the AlKa
PeCa represents generally the forearc and accretio
prism separated from the European plate (together
Balearic, Corsica and Sardinia blocks), the Algerian
Alboran basins[7,20] are often interpreted as back-a
basins resulting from the subduction rollback towa
the south, and later towards the west (e.g.,[37] and ref-
erences therein). The subduction is assumed to b
at ∼16 Ma [39] and to be still active in Calabria, bu
also beneath Alboran[30]; however, this timing and th
present-day rollback effect are debated.

Although there is a general agreement to cons
that subduction has been the main driving mechan
controlling the evolution of extensional basins and o
genic arcs of the Western Mediterranean, several im
tant questions remain open: (1) palinspastic restorat
of the AlKaPeCa domain (e.g.,[29,39,43]) suffer im-
portant limitations and differences owing to the po
control on the structural framework offshore; (2) it
unclear whether the segmentation of the internal m
sifs along the coast of Africa (Fig. 1) results from the
late deformation of a transform-type palaeomargin
is instead inherited from the Tethyan rifting[13]; (3) the
study area is part of a wide zone of deformation rea
vated under the present-day compressional stress
but the amount, timing and style of faulting offsho
as well as the onshore-offshore partitioning of def
mation, are unknown, although this area is predic
to undergo the highest fault slip rates in the Ibe
Maghrebian region[46] and has recently experienc
a large-magnitude earthquake located offshore[8,22].
,

In this paper, we aim at bringing new insights in
the space and time evolution of the scattered relic
the Internal Zones of the Maghrebian belt of central
western Algeria, and into its tectonic behaviour as p
of the Africa–Europe present-day plate boundary.
will first attempt to define at best the limits of segme
of Internal Zones offshore, then to characterize the
tonic structures responsible for their setting, and fin
to identify those that are still active.

2. Geological setting

Northern Algeria displays a complex geological s
ting (Fig. 1). It is mainly made of a segment of th
Alpine belt that runs from Gibraltar to Calabria. In A
geria, the main units of this belt, also called Magh
bides [5], have been described by Durand-Delga[24,
25] and Wildi [55]. In the south, the External Zone
also called the Tellian zones[55], have a width of a
hundred kilometers. They are characterized by south
southeast-verging Miocene folds and thrusts. The
lian zones overthrust the Atlas foreland. Further no
two successive domains are overthrusting the Exte
Zones from south to north, respectively: (1) the fl
schs units (Massylian, Mauretanian, and Numidia
corresponding to sediments deposited in the Mag
bian Tethys that was later on subducted[12,18], and
(2) the Internal Zones of the belt, made of an H
cynian or older basement and its sedimentary cover
so-called ‘Dorsale calcaire’[24]. Internal Zones form
discontinuous massifs spread along the coast of
tral Algeria, namely from east to west: Lesser Kaby
Great Kabylia, Algiers, Chenoua, and Cape Tenes M
sifs (Fig. 1), from east to west. About 400 km we
of Cape Tenes, they outcrop again in Morocco, in
Bokoya Massif and between Jebha and Ceuta (Fig. 1).
Although the exact palaeogeography of these ma
within the AlKaPeCa domain is poorly constrained (s
discussions in[12,29,39]) and part of the Tethyan ocea
may have separated the AlKaPeCa from Europe
discussion in[43], and[19]), we will assume here tha
they initially belonged to the European side of t
Tethys, in a forearc position, close to the Balearic
lands and Sardinia. The AlKaPeCa blocks separ
from the European plate at the opening of the Alge
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Fig. 1. Geological map of northern Africa, modified from[55]. YR: Yusuf ridge surrounded by the Yusuf fault (location from[20]). The black thick
line represents the limit between the Internal and External domains as it was known before this study[33]. See text for explanations.

Fig. 1. Carte géologique du Nord de l’Afrique, modifiée d’après[55]. YR : Ride de Yusuf bordée par la faille de Yusuf (position d’après[20]). La
ligne noire épaisse représente la limite entre les domaines interne et externe en l’état des connaissances avant cette étude[33]. Voir explications
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Provençal back-arc basin (Early to Middle Mioce
e.g., [17]), then drifted to the south-east, and beg
to collide the African passive margin between 18–
Ma ago ([37] and[27], respectively), possibly followe
by a >560-km westward migration of the Gibralt
Arc after ∼16 Ma [39]. However, the ages of thes
events still remain controversial, and the way the
tonic evolution of the area occurred is also highly
bated. For instance, some palaeostresses reconstru
based on microfractures analysis also led to propo
major distensive period from Late Oligocene to Midd
Miocene [2,3]. Other debates concern the large m
sifs of Kabylies, which are assumed to have underg
either an early frontal, north–south ([17,39] and refer-
ences therein), or oblique, NW–SE[27,29] collision.
Furthermore, large strike-slip zones[38] are believed to
have segmented the Internal Zones and are suppos
extend offshore, but whether they are inherited from
palaeogeography of the northern palaeomargin of
Maghrebian Tethys[13] or whether they result from th
development of a bookshelf faulting system in the P
Quaternary stress field[45], is unclear, due to the lac
of accurate marine data.

In the following, we will assume a simplified ev
lution from a pre-Miocene period, where the strike-s
activity was dominant, and a post-Miocene one, ch
acterized by compression, starting at around 8 Ma
[6]. Nowadays, the convergence of the African plate
wards the Eurasian plate is∼5.1 mm yr−1 in a N60◦W
direction[47] at the longitude of Algiers. Since the Qu
ternary, compressional structures on-land provide an
proximate shortening rate of 1–2.3 mm yr−1 for the Rif
and Tell domains[42]. Therefore, an important part o
the North African deformation (up to 50%) could be
cated offshore and further north on-land in the Bet
The May 21, 2003 Mw 6.8 Boumerdes earthquake[8]
s

o

has demonstrated the existence of active north-ver
structures offshore that are indeed accommodating
of the convergence[21,22]. They also represent an im
portant seismic hazard for the coastal cities of Alge
including Algiers. Several other seismicity patterns f
ther support this assessment (e.g.,[57]). These revers
faults appear to have a vergence opposite to mos
those of the main Miocene thrusts of the Tell–Atl
This pattern may arise from a major change in the
tonic style of the region through the reactivation a
inversion of previous tectonic structures of the Magh
bian belt and Mediterranean margins in the present
NW–SE compressional system[53]. Indeed, stress con
ditions in the region have not always been steady:
portant changes of the tectonic regime occurred f
Late Cretaceous to Early Oligocene[48,51], and the
African plate motion varied during the last few Ma[16,
40]. Therefore, from our new dataset, we also aim
clarifying whether the current structural pattern is
fluenced by older (pre-Miocene and Miocene) inheri
structures.

3. MARADJA cruise data

The MARADJA cruise took place on board the R
Le Suroît (IFREMER) from 21 August to 18 Septemb
2003. It has been scheduled in order to identify ac
rately the bathymetry and offshore structures from O
to Dellys (Fig. 2). The area covered by the cruise w
divided into three zones: from Dellys to Mt Chenou
from Mt Chenoua to El Marsa, and finally from
Marsa to Oran (Fig. 2). We gathered more than 500
km of seismics and continuous seafloor imagery, al
600 km of coastline, from Oran, to the west, to Dell
to the east. The bathymetric and reflectivity data w
obtained using a Kongsberg EM300 Simrad multibe
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Fig. 2. Location of the ship tracks acquired during the MARA
JA’2003 cruise.

Fig. 2. Plan de position de la campagne Maradja’2003.

echosounder (and EM1000 for the continental p
form). Simrad EM300 is a 32-kHz multibeam syste
that allows for overall swath coverage of∼6 times wa-
ter depth, increasing with depth to a maximum wid
of 5000 m at 1000 m. We have obtained a resolu
of 15 × 35 m at 1000-m depth with a vertical acc
racy from 2 m (central beam) to 10 m (lateral bea
Sound speed is estimated from regularly spaced velo
profiles for accurate depth conversions. The bathym
ric and backscattering data have been processed
the CARAIBES® software (IFREMER). We produced
digital elevation model for the seafloor topography, w
a resolution of 50 m for the regions of Oran and Ten
and 25–35 m (depending on depth) for the Algiers zo
Two types of seismic reflection data were obtained,
6- or 24-channel seismics (4169 and 802 km of s
tions, respectively). The SU (Seismic Unix) CWP/S
software (Center of Wave Phenomena, Colorado Sc
of Mines) was used for the stack and migration of
seismic data. In addition, a 2–5-kHz CHIRP sonar w
used during the entire cruise, as well as a gravimeter
a magnetometer, and eight cores (56 m in total) w
successfully obtained by a Küllenberg piston corer.
the purpose of studying the morphology of the seafl
and the structure of the margin, we will mostly u
the results obtained from the bathymetric and seis
data, and describe the margin from east to west by
viding it into 3 main zones (Algiers, Tenes, and Or
Fig. 2).

4. Algiers zone

Between Algiers and Dellys (Fig. 3), the continen-
tal platform is narrow (especially close to the Algie
massif where the slope is as steep as 15%), exce
the bays, where it widens. Along the margin, our n
bathymetric map reveals numerous canyons, gene
presenting a network of tributaries. The two main o
are the Algiers canyon and the Dellys canyon[10]. The
first one is a meandering canyon, formerly draining
Isser River, according to the palaeo-location of the r
[10], and presents signs of deviations (Fig. 3). The sec-
ond one is rather straight, with several tributaries,
probably drains the Sebaou River. Some limited ar
on the slope present a smoother topography, without
canyons (see s inFig. 3). The continental slope east
Algiers is strongly irregular, with an intermediate flat
various width and a rather sinuous slope break (e
west, NE–SW and NW–SE segments). In this area,
margin does not exceed 20 km in width, and is depic
NE–SW slope breaks striking in a N70◦ mean direc-
tion, a direction already known on-land, through fo
in Great Kabylia, for example, the ones in the Ti
Ouzou basin (i.e.[50]). Two different types of slope
breaks were identified: a rollover basin on the slo
formed on top of a listric normal fault, and a piggyba
basin further down in the deep basin ([22]; Fig. 3), a
simple sedimentary filling behind a blind thrust. The
slope breaks result mostly from the Plio-Quaternary
tivity of deeper thrust ramps[22], one of them strik-
ing ∼N70◦ being assumed to connect at depth to
Boumerdes earthquake rupture (this strike correspo
to the one found by Delouis et al.[21], from seismo-
logical and geodetical observations). Folding affects
layers up to the top of the Quaternary layers (Fig. 3,
seismic line 1), regardless of salt diapirism effects.
also identify east–west lineaments on the bathymetr
the deep basin. They may underline the presence of
uous accidents, not necessarily active anymore, a
which the salt extruded and formed salt walls (Fig. 3).
West of Algiers, the slope changes to a N115◦ direction
(again, a well known direction in Great Kabylia,[2]) as
it encounters a large submarine bank (Khair al Din).
a consequence, the margin width increases up to 45
north of Tipaza (Fig. 3).

The Khair al Din bank is an elongated high (500
depth), previously roughly known (e.g.,[38]), over-
hanging the deep basin as deep as 2700 m. On the
ern flank of the bank, the canyons are narrow, de
and straight, and look more like linear gullies. On
northwestern side, the slope break is striking N70◦E and
is very sharp. We identify there a deep-sea fan and
area without canyons, probably smoothed by sedim
tary processes like slope instabilities. On the seis
line 2 (Fig. 3), active thrust faulting is suggested by t
folding of the Plio-Quaternary sediments and numer
reverse faults distributed above the acoustic basem
In the deep basin, the main features are salt dome
ganized as walls of several kilometre length.

This main change of morphology between the we
ern and eastern sides of Algiers may indicate that
Boumerdes area is composite: Kabylian Oligo-Mioce
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Fig. 3. Carte bathymétrique ombrée (obtenue par un MNT au pas de 50 m) de la région d’Alger, avec les principales structures g
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6 traces sommés et migrés en temps (exagération verticale= 4). RO : Bassin enrollover, PB : bassin enpiggy-back, MS : sel messinien,s : zones
présentant une topographie plus lissée et moins de canyons,DSF : éventail sous-marin profond. Lignes épaisses en pointillé : limite sud des Z
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sediments or Flyschs units and some volcanic dep
can compose it, taking into account the continuity t
should exist between known onshore outcrops in
Boumerdes-Dellys area[55] and offshore rocks. Con
versely, the Khair al Din bank corresponds to a re
of the Kabylian basement, like the nearby Algiers m
sif (Fig. 6). The difference of lithology could also e
plain the difference of drainage pattern and fault
style along this part of the margin (i.e. several succ
sive thrusts striking northeast and southwest acros
margin east of Algiers, but only one major north-verg
thrust striking N115◦ between Chenoua and Algiers).

On the southwestern end of Khair al Din, we ident
the prolongation of a major tectonic feature, known
land as the Chenoua anticline. This south-verging th
fold (Fig. 3, Inset 3) has been seismically activated
both sides of the shoreline during the 29 October 1
MS: 6.0 reverse faulting event[41]. Thanks to four seis
mic lines crossing this structure (Fig. 2), we are able to
map for the first time the eastern offshore prolonga
of the Chenoua thrust fold (Fig. 3).

The main thrusts identified offshore the Algiers zo
on the slope or in the deep basin (Fig. 3) have a northern
vergence, therefore opposite to most tectonic feat
found inland ([27,52] and references therein). For i
stance, the Sahel anticline and the Kabylies thrust f
are controlled by north-dipping faults (e.g.,[11,41]).
The offshore thrusts may represent south-dipping b
thrusts recently formed (Plio-Quaternary) behind
main south-verging suture south of the Kabylies[22,
52]. It is believed that this suture zone formed at the
of the Kabylian collision with the African plate, durin
the Miocene. However, the position and geometry of
Sahel and Chenoua folds and thrusts relative to the m
active thrust suggest that they represent backthrus
the main south-dipping thrust found at the foot of
Khair Al Din Bank (Fig. 3).

5. Chenoua–Tenes zone

This zone is characterized by a linear and east–w
oriented continental slope (Fig. 4), which is also quite
steep (10%) compared to other Western Mediterran
margins (e.g.,[1,4,49]): in Cape Tenes, the cliffs a
most overhang the abyssal plain. On the eastern
of the zone, we observe the westward end of the K
al Din bank, also called the perched valley of Da
[26], which progressively deepens along strike, and
nally vanishes into the deep basin. This causes a s
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Fig. 4. Shaded bathymetric map (obtained from a 50-m DEM) of the Tenes region with the main geological features identified (sa
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Fig. 4. Carte bathymétrique ombrée (obtenue par un MNT au pas de 50 m) de la région de Ténès, avec les principales structures
identifiées (dômes de sel, linéaments, failles normales et inverses, et cicatrices d’arrachement). Lignes noires épaisses : position des promiques
6 traces sommés et migrés en temps (exagération verticale= 4). DSF : éventail sous-marin profond,Q : Quaternaire,P : Pliocène,UE : évaporites
supérieures,MS : sel messinien,a : déviations de canyons. Lignes épaisses en pointillés : limite sud des Zones Internes. Lignes noires
pointillés : zone de faille supposée, modifié d’après[56] et nos observations.
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shrinkage of the margin length (37 km at E2◦to 20 km at
E1◦45′). On the bank, the few canyons are shallow, a
two large slide areas (Fig. 4) are located on the flank
of the perched valley. It appears that the entire Kh
Al Din block is tilted, and that tilting is controlled by
blind thrust in the front, and accommodated by a nor
fault in its back (Fig. 4, seismic line 1).

West of this block, the continental shelf is partic
larly narrow: the margin width changes from only
to 40 km from east to west. The seismic lines offsh
Tenes (Fig. 2) depict an acoustically rough baseme
very chaotic, sometimes locally folded, on the con
nental slope (Fig. 4, line 2). The numerous canyon
strike generally north–south and depict linear and n
row paths. Furthermore, the crests between the can
become sharp and the roughness of the topograph
creases. We interpret this morphology as an evide
for a resistant lithology. Many of the canyons pres
short along-strike shifts or steps in their bed top
raphy that underline the presence of east–west fa
(Fig. 4). On the lower part of the slope, the Plioce
reflectors are tilted towards the north (Fig. 4, seismic
line 3). This tilting may be a consequence of seve
tectonic and or gravity-driven events. Firstly, the s
may have slid downslope: this retreat towards the d
basin could have induced the southward tilting of P
Quaternary layers. Secondly, canyon-related sedim
tary deposition would have been responsible for
fan architecture of the reflectors. Secondly, the ma
has probably been uplifted (as described in the Te
area[56]), which made the sedimentary layers slide
ward the north, and may have triggered the openin
east–west fractures underlined by the east–west li
ments leaving imprints in the sediment layers above
bedrock (Fig. 4, Inset 3). Finally, the tilting of the Plio
Quaternary sediments is not sealed by an unconform
so that the deformation must still be active. Indeed
broad zone of north–verging faults and flexures has b
predicted offshore along the margin, between El Ma
and Chenoua[56] (Fig. 4).

Finally, northwest of El Marsa, a large deep-sea
with typical sedimentary waves (e.g.,[44]) is found to
mark the western end of this part of the margin. It is li
ited to the south by a linear east–west structure,∼22 km
long, which controls the geometry of the Quatern
deep-sea fan, allowing for the northern levee to beco
dominant. As shown on the seismic line 4 (Fig. 4), the
Plio-Quaternary canyon path lies upon a network
subvertical faults that could be associated with a str
slip zone. We can follow the canyon almost up to
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Fig. 5. Carte bathymétrique ombrée (obtenue par un MNT au pas de 50 m) de la région d’Oran, avec les principales structures g
identifiées (dômes de sel, linéaments, failles en décrochement). Lignes noires épaisses : position des profils sismiques 6 traces et 24 t
2 et 1 respectivement) sommés et migrés en temps (exagération verticale= 4). En bas à droite : carte de pentes, calculée à partir du MNT à
(la pente augmente du foncé au clair).
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coast (Inset 5,Fig. 4). Furthermore, we observe a dras
change in the acoustic basement facies below the d
sea fan, on both sides of the fault system: north of it,
identify a chaotic and highly folded basement (sim
to the basement facies found in front of Tenes), whe
to the south the basement is organized as discontinu
weak reflectors (Inset 4,Fig. 4). This is an indication
that the east–west fault zone limits two different geol
ical units: (1) the smooth topography located south
the accident could be the surficial expression of the
material from the Tellian units; (2) the rough baseme
north-east of the accident, could represent the Pal
zoic Kabylian basement or the ‘Dorsale kabyle’ se
ments, composed by carbonates and also found ons
at the southern flank of the Kabylian basement[14].

6. Oran zone

Further west, south of the previously described e
west accident, in the area extending from Oran to
Marsa (Fig. 5), a striking observation is the chan
of structural direction, from east–west to NE–SW. T
continental platform appears to deepen continuo
-

,

-

e

from Arzew (200 m deep) to north of Mostagane
where is reaches 800 m depth, on its edge. It is
row in front of the capes (less than 10 km) and wid
in the bays (up to 40 km). Between Oran and El Ma
the continental slope is very steep (10 to 16%) and
markably linear and narrow (in the area of Arzew,
bathymetry starts at 200 m upslope and suddenly
at 2600-m depth about 10 km further downslope). I
cut by smooth and shallow canyons perpendicula
the coast, and remains rather linear. According to
smooth topography of the slope, we hypothesize
this part of the margin is made of the same geol
ical units found nearby onland, i.e. the Tellian un
composed mostly by soft marls or flyschs nappes[55].
Therefore we propose that we enter here another
logical domain belonging to the External Zones.

Between Oran and El Marsa, we observe some lin
ments with a N10◦trend and, at the foot of the Arzew
El Marsa linear slope, en echelon N45◦trending linea-
ments. Both families of lineaments are clear on a sl
map (Inset 3,Fig. 5). The N45◦ and N10◦ trending lin-
eaments show the same right-stepping en echelon
mentation. They could be associated to strike-slip mo
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ment. However, we do not see any evidence for ac
faulting on the seismic lines (Inset 1,Fig. 5, shows very
horizontal reflectors, except where the salt forms dom
far in the deep basin) and this area is also seismic
almost inactive. So it may have played a role only
the past and could be locked in the present-day st
field. The very linear shape of the margin in this a
may be due to a former faulting activity along a pala
transform margin.

West of Oran, the margin depicts again a ma
change in strike and recovers a general east–west d
tion. Furthermore, variations in the slope morpholo
might indicate the presence of volcanic material, a
was described onshore in this region and in some
shore samplings[23,36]. West of Oran, on the bathym
etry, we observe long NW–SE lineaments, with some
them presenting en echelon patterns. The study of
seismic lines shows that each lineament is correlate
a small fault. These faults form a network of fractu
typical of flower structures (a negative, symmetric o
and another one, asymmetric). These two structure
probably rooted together on a deeper main fault (In
2,Fig. 5). This pattern indicates a dextral strike-slip m
tion with a normal component, probably correspond
to the eastern end of the Yusuf ridge[20]. Miocene vol-
canic activity[20,38] also underlines the presence o
faulted zone. Furthermore, there is evidence onland
dextral strike-slip motion[54] exactly in the prolonga
tion of offshore structures.

As a whole, these observations are in agreement
structural observations[20], seismicity pattern and sev
eral fault plane solutions of earthquakes[9,31] indica-
tive of a large strike-slip zone west of Oran, associa
with the Yusuf ridge[20].

7. Discussion

7.1. Limits of the Internal Zones

From the observations described in the secti
above, we propose a new geological map for the
shore domain (Fig. 6). Although we lack here deep co
ing, basement samplings and dense seismic refle
data in order to support our hypotheses, we attemp
relate the lithology offshore to the one onshore from
changes of geometry, morphology, bathymetry, rou
ness and seismic structures reported.

The contact between Internal and External Zone
clearly mapped west of El Marsa, along the east–w
accident delimitating the southern end of the El Ma
deep-sea fan (Fig. 6). Elsewhere, we have used seve
geomorphic markers and changes in the roughnes
-

f

the bathymetry or seismic facies, together with geolo
cal evidence onland, in order to propose a connectio
offshore domains either to the Internal Zones, Exte
Zones, or the Algerian ‘oceanic-type’ crust of the de
basin. However, several limitations and doubts abou
basement nature remain, that are discussed hereaft

7.1.1. Contact between External and Internal Zones
Around the longitude E4◦, the acoustic baseme

could be the Kabylian basement covered by the
schs units that are also present on the southern fa
coast. In this case, we cannot define clearly the e
boundaries of the flysch body, because the outcrop
sediments are thick layers of Plio-Quaternary depo
therefore hiding the basement lithology and smoo
ing the morphology. The same problem occurs betw
Oran and El Marsa: the flyschs as well as the Tel
units are present onshore between 0◦ and E1◦, so we can
suppose that they extend offshore. They are both m
of soft material; therefore, we would need dredgings
corings to be able to distinguish them. Despite all th
uncertainties of lithology, we can however say that
Internal Zones are present offshore from the Algiers
gion to El Marsa. In the Algiers zone, the bounda
between Internal and External Zones lies probably
low the Mitidja basin[33], whereas in the Tenes regio
it is probably near the coastline, on the continental sh
out of our ship tracks. Finally, southwest of the El Ma
deep-sea fan, we enter the External domain.

7.1.2. Contact between Internal Zones and Neogene
oceanic crust

The deep basin is filled by thick Neogene sedime
and its basement probably corresponds to the oce
floor of the Algerian basin. From palinspastic reco
structions[29,39], the northern margin of the Intern
Zones could be either a passive margin that separ
the AlKaPeCa domain from Southern Europe at the
stage of drifting at∼23–16 Ma (Kabylies), or a trans
form margin born during the westwards migration
the Alboran Arc, after 16 Ma. In the Algiers area, t
domain at the foot of the margin is called ‘transition
zone’ [18] and is of unknown origin. We assume he
that the continental domain approximately stops at
foot of the slope, therefore we place the northern en
the internal or external domains where the deep b
starts, i.e., in absence of any other constraints, app
mately at the isobath 2600 m. We have checked tha
northern limit of the internal domain proposed using t
criteria is roughly correlated to a major magnetic ano
aly [28,39], which is supposed to indicate the transiti
from continent to oceanic crust (Fig. 6). The magnetic
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Fig. 6. Geological map of the Oran–Algiers area and limit between the internal and external zones inferred from the offshore observati
study. East of Algiers, the assumed offshore internal domain could also represent part of flysch units overlying the basement (‘F?’), an
of Oran, the External domain could also contain flysch units (‘F?’), as it is observed on the facing coasts. Hachured lines: main magnet
after[28] (the dashed black thin lines represent the southern limit of their dataset).

Fig. 6. Carte géologique de la zone entre Oran et Alger montrant la limite entre les zones Externes et Internes déduites des observatio
cette étude. À l’est d’Alger, le domaine interne supposé pourrait aussi représenter une partie des unités de flyschs qui recouvrent le s
(« F ? »), et au nord-est d’Oran, le domaine externe pourrait également contenir des flyschs (« F ? »), comme il en existe sur les côtes
Hachures : principales anomalies magnétiques d’après[28] (les pointillés fins noirs représentent la limite sud des données).
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data from Galdeano and Rossignol[28] do not cover the
coastal part of the margin, but we have used our pre
inary magnetic data to further strengthen the positio
the anomalies in the vicinity of the margin.

7.2. Consequences on the tectonic evolution of
northern Algeria

The Internal Zones appear to be narrow. Firstly
should be emphasized that they appear to have
deeply eroded, so that only pieces of them are left. S
ondly, they look like lenses in map view (two ‘boudin
at longitudes E0◦–3◦ and E3◦–4◦, and one necking
level at longitude E3◦, in our study area). They hav
been described as ‘megaboudins’ in the Transmed
las[52]. Although preliminary, our observations favo
the hypothesis of strike-slip fault systems which m
have either originally shifted the northern margin
the Maghrebian Tethys in the Tenes–Algiers zone[13]
or have accommodated the westwards migration of
Alboran Arc in the Oran-El Marsa zone, since we ha
found evidence for palaeo-strike-slip movements, e
cially in the zone between Arzew and El Marsa (see5).
Whether all the different blocks of the Internal Zon
were initially separated, or whether they were torn a
later on, is still questionable. However, strike-slip m
tions are likely to have played a key role in the m
gin evolution, considering the numerous indications
transcurrent displacements (en echelon patterns, fl
 r

structures, long and parallel lineaments, and steep
of the slope between Arzew and El Marsa).

Several kinematic models of the westernmost Me
terranean propose a more or less north–south colli
of the AlKaPeCa blocks[17,23,27,43]. However, the
trajectories are still poorly known and were proba
complex – for instance, oblique with a clockwise ro
tion. Furthermore, a diachrony of collision from east
west is often suggested[29,39], which could explain the
northeast-striking margin between Oran and 0◦10′E as
a transform-type margin born after∼16 Ma to accom-
modate the westward migration of the eastern Albo
block.

The escarpments near the coast are rarely descr
except at the foot of the slope west of Oran, recogn
as the continuation of the Yusuf dextral strike-slip fa
[38,45] (Fig. 5), and at the Thenia scarp, between
giers and Boumerdes[10] (Fig. 3). NW–SE lineament
and vertical accidents (affecting Neogene sediment
the seismic lines (see §5) clearly favour the continuity o
the Yusuf ridge towards the east. We did not detect s
ilar indications in the continuation of the Thenia fau
however, the margin east of the Khair-Al-Din bank d
picts the same strike, suggesting a genetic link betw
these structures. Considering the existence of a l
strike-slip corridor controlled mainly by the Nekor a
Jebha faults in Morocco (e.g.,[35,43]), we propose tha
a system of relay worked offshore during the Mioce
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the strike-slip movement occurring first on the Yus
fault, and later on a system of SW–NE faults loca
near the Oranese margin accommodating the west
escape of the East Alboran block.

7.3. Reactivation of structures

The seismicity from the last three decades sh
great changes from east (Algiers zone) to west (O
zone) (e.g.,[9]). The Algiers area is by far the most a
tive. Nowadays, the major active faults depict compr
sional focal mechanisms, and these are a potential
ard for the coastal cities of Algeria. Only the SW–N
striking structures seem active in the present-day st
field, whereas NW–SE structures are apparently
These latter ones were probably active under a diffe
stress field. Some authors suggest the presence o
tive strike-slip faults along the Algerian margin[38,42].
However, according to the recent focal mechanisms
seismicity distribution, it appears that these faults h
no clear activity today. They may have played an imp
tant role in the past (at least before the Quaternary,
probably before the beginning of the compressive s
of the margin, during the Miocene), and some of th
favourably oriented could be reactivated as thrust fa
in the present-day stress field. This could be the cas
the Khair al Din reverse fault (Fig. 3). Conversely, the
series of north-verging thrusts offshore Boumerdes
probably neoformed Plio-Quaternary structures[52],
and correspond to the beginning of the margin inv
sion [22]. The Tenes area is slightly seismogenic, w
small earthquakes that appear spread offshore, ac
ing to the NEIC catalogue of earthquakes from 1973
present. Most large earthquakes occurred inland, an
associated to Tellian folds and thrusts, as for insta
theMw 7.3 El Asnam 1980 event.

Some other examples of more limited active featu
are found offshore. The fold at the eastern continua
of the Chenoua anticline is also active (Fig. 3), as shown
by the Chenoua 1989 earthquake[41]. The accident lim-
iting the South of the El Marsa deep-sea fan could
active too, since it is very linear and fresh: howev
the sedimentary dynamics combined with an inher
structure could also explain this feature. By contra
the offshore area between Oran and El Marsa is alm
aseismic, and the bathymetry and the seismic lines
not show any sign of significant tectonic activity. Ho
ever, the Palomares margin, conjugate of this par
the Algerian margin, depicts an active dextral strike-s
feature called the Carboneras–Palomares fault (e.g.[15,
32]). Both margins could correspond to a former la
strike-slip corridor, which has accommodated the w
-

-

-

wards motion of the East Alboran block[35,39]. These
contrasting patterns of activity may arise from str
partitioning between the Betics and the Atlas doma
the southern part of the system could accommoda
part of the NW–SE component of convergence onla
in the Tellian folds and thrusts (e.g., Cheliff basi
whereas the inherited strike-slip system at the foo
the continental slope does not display a favourable
to allow for a compressional reactivation.

8. Conclusion and perspectives

The Maradja’2003 cruise provides for the first tim
a detailed morphostructural database of the∼500-km-
long Algerian margin from Dellys to Oran. From
preliminary interpretation of the new bathymetric ma
and seismic sections obtained, we identify several
tonic features related to the main geological suture
North Africa in the Miocene (the ‘Alboran-Kabylia co
lage’) and to the coeval opening of the Algerian bas
We find several offshore markers of the boundary
tween the Internal Zones deriving from the AlKaPe
microcontinent and the External and flysch doma
and propose a transition to the newly formed deep b
using bathymetry and magnetic anomalies. This all
us to infer that Internal Zones constitute the basem
of most of the margin from Dellys to 0◦10′E, getting
narrower from east to west (from∼100 km to∼30 km),
and then disappearing at the place where the ma
changes strike (Fig. 6). Our observations in the Ora
area are in line with several tectonic models[27,30,43]
favouring a strong westward translation of the Albo
terrane, shaping the northern and southern margin
the East Alboran sea as transform segments throu
westward rollback process. Active folding and faulti
is widespread mostly at the outer and inner limits of
Internal Zones. Some old structures, inherited from
Miocene, certainly contributed to the current morph
ogy of the margin. The steep margin between Arzew
El Marsa illustrates this former activity. In the prese
day NW–SE stress field, during the Plio-Quaterna
new structures were formed, like the important ea
west or NE–SW faults and folds around Algiers. T
location of the seismic activity in the process of te
tonic inversion of the margin is not necessarily arou
the old sutures. For instance, in the case of the for
transform margin in the Oran region, the present
formation is located in the Cheliff area, further inlan
Furthermore, the Plio-Quaternary tectonic style is
tally different from the one during the Miocene. F
instance, strike-slip activity along NW–SE or east–w
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structures appears to be weak or absent, whereas re
dip-slip faulting dominates.

The interpretation of the geological nature of t
basement proposed in this paper is only preliminary.
acknowledge that several questions remain open
cerning the exact nature, extent and structure of the
shore domain: for instance, whether or not large str
slip zones (part or not of large pull-apart basins[38])
torn the Internal Zones apart during their drift, or boo
shelf faulting[42] plays a role in the last stages of defo
mation, cannot be assessed from our observations a
Some other uncertainties still remain: for instance,
exact Internal/External Zones boundary between Te
and Chenoua probably lies in the coastal zone, bu
not properly depicted because not fully covered d
ing our survey. Further cruises are therefore neede
complement this mapping, especially near the coast
Sampling of the basement through coring, dredging
diving is also necessary in order to better assess ou
terpretation in most areas. It could for instance lea
a better understanding of the role played by the Yu
ridge in the tectonic evolution of the area of Oran.
nally, future studies of the gravimetry and magne
data, together with deep seismic sections, should
provide important insights on the transition from Int
nal Zones to the basement of the Algerian basin.
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